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It's a commonplace among textual bibliographers that the questions they ask and answer apply across many different disciplines. As Fredson Bowers long ago argued, "No matter what the field of study, the basis lies in the analysis of the records in printed or in manuscript form." Not just in high literature, but in history, philosophy, and the history of science, modern bibliographical editing is widely recognized as indispensable. Yet in bibliography's, and Professor Bowers', own traditional fiefdom, the English graduate program, one area has been almost totally neglected. Whereas twenty-five years ago, it was students of modern literature, especially the novel, who needed persuading that good texts matter, nowadays the relevance of traditional textual scholarship is more likely to be questioned by colleagues and graduate students from the mushrooming subspecialty of composition studies. Bruce Harkness has not yet, so far as I know, given us a modernized apologia, "Bibliography and the Rhetorical Fallacy." What examples can the textual bibliographer offer to meet this new generation of questioning?

One might start, where bibliographers have always started, with the plain fact, and curious fascination, of textual variance. A favorite book for modern compositionists to hate is the supposedly immutable Harbrace College Handbook, first published in 1941 and now in its ninth edition. The framework of the book, the numbered sections (though not the lettered subsections), has indeed remained remarkably constant, but much else has changed in the last forty years. Revisions to the exercises reflect, or perhaps over-reflect, recent American social and educational history, as sentences like "This high school has sent more than a hundred of its graduates to Harvard during the past twenty years" are dropped, and others are introduced, such as "During the first period last Monday . . ., we freshmen enjoyed discussing various aspects of civil disobedience." Moreover, the text itself has not been sacrosanct. Compare, for instance, these four successive versions of what is now subsection 19e (there was no exactly equivalent entry in the first edition):

(i) **Illiteracies** (also called vulgarisms) are the crude expressions of uneducated people (2nd ed., 1946, p. 192; 3rd ed., 1951, p. 201; 4th ed., 1956, p. 204).
(ii) **Illiteracies** are the substandard expressions of uneducated people (5th ed., 1962, p. 206).
(iii) **Illiteracies** are the nonsstandard expressions of uneducated people (6th ed., 1967, p. 198).

Behind such variants lies a significant shift of linguistic attitude, and a composition scholar who quotes from the Harbrace, even if only for purposes of vilification, clearly needs to know from which Harbrace she or he is quoting, and at what date the quoted passage was first introduced or finally excised. This general revision pattern (a stable framework, with substantial changes to specific sections) is probably typical of modern pedagogic texts, and recent complaints about the conservatism of the bestselling textbooks are correspondingly overstated: Robert Connors has compared the seven editions of another long-running bestseller, McCrimmon's Writing with a Purpose, first published in 1950, and has discovered, not the textual stability he had expected, but a fascinating interplay of stasis and change. He concludes that such basic textual investigation can be an important corrective to the "narrow presentism" of much composition scholarship.

Much more obviously important, however, is textual study of historical rhetorics. A lot of the bibliographical groundwork has been done, especially for the Renaissance period, and many texts are available in modern reprints, but there seems little sign that modern rhetoricians generally recognize the textual difficulties of the historical field. Let's begin at the beginning, with the very first English rhetoric, Leonard Coxe's The Art or Craft of Rhetoryke: the second edition came out in 1532, but we don't really know the date of the first edition, we have no edition
more recent than 1899, and there appear to be no modern bibliographical studies whatever. Or consider a slightly later, and much more popular, book, Thomas Wilson's *Arte of Rhetorique* (1553): the only modern edition is still G. H. Mair's in 1909, which bore the title *Wilson's Arte of Rhetorique, 1560*, but in fact reprinted the 1585 reprint with minor corrections from 1560 and 1567. Modern photo offset and microform versions of 1553 and its successors are now of course available, but the only specific study of Wilson's text since Mair has been unaccountably omitted from the recent secondary bibliography on historical rhetoric. Experts can usually find their way through such problems—I've been very impressed by the texts W. S. Howell, for instance, chooses for quotation in his histories of rhetoric—but students new to such a field need to have their bibliographical wits about them.

For later periods, the situation is probably much worse, because much of the basic research has never been done, even in article-form, and the very availability of photo offset reprints acts as a deterrent to new editorial projects. One might well appropriate from the novel to rhetoric Bruce Harkness' complaint about editors who put "a fancy introduction on a poor text." The most frequently-cited series of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century rhetorical texts is the Southern Illinois "Landmarks" series, which provides useful critical introductions and secondary bibliographies, but sometimes chooses for reproduction late and derivative reprints, rather than authoritative early texts. The Blair, Priestley, and Whately volumes make sensible choices, but George Campbell's *Philosophy of Rhetoric*, first published in Edinburgh in 1776, is reproduced from William Tegg's London edition of 1850. Similarly, Thomas De Quincey's essay on rhetoric, which was originally written as a review for *Blackwood's* is reproduced in the Southern Illinois edition direct from David Masson's 1889 reprint of *De Quincey's revision in the 1850s*. This has the advantage of giving the student Masson's helpful explanatory notes, but is textually indefensible. Even if we ignore accidentals (should "rhetoric" modestly take a lowercase *r*, as in the periodical version, or should it get the abstract splendour of capitalization, as in Masson?), the late text loses some of the swashbuckling flavour of the original: for instance, where the later De Quincey merely regretted that the vacuum in modern English grammar had been filled by a "stranger," Lindley Murray, the 1828 text roundly denounces Murray's efforts as the work of an "imbecile Yankee" (p. 906). Nor are these Southern Illinois editors alone in their textual innocence. One standard teaching anthology reprints Campbell from the 1850 text in the Southern Illinois series, Blair from a Philadelphia edition of 1862, and Whately from a Boston, Massachusetts, edition of 1855.

The examples so far have been concerned with questions of textual authority, but in rhetoric, as in literary studies, one soon gets involved in fascinating questions about a text's genesis, evolution, and revision. Two further examples from nineteenth-century rhetoricians will demonstrate just how significant this under-explored material can be, and how it is still possible to make new discoveries in the field. Richard Whately's *Elements of Rhetoric*, important for its ideas about the psychological "burden of proof" in argumentation, first appeared in an authorized book-edition in 1828, and went through six further editions by 1846, all but two with substantial extra material. But the first book-version had been preceded by two previous stages in the evolution of Whately's theory. In the early 1820s, Whately had drafted, and circulated among his students and friends, a manuscript entitled "Method of Composition"; a copy of this earliest version survived among John Henry Newman's papers, at the Birmingham Oratory, and was published, for the first time, as recently as 1978. Then, in the mid-1820s, Whately published essentially the first draft of his book as the "Rhetoric" article in the *Encyclopaedia Metropolitana*. Since the encyclopaedia was issued in undated, out-of-sequence, parts, scholars have hazardously very various dates for Whately's article. With the discovery of the "Method" manuscript, we now have a firm *terminus a quo* of 1822, and a casual mention in the new Newman letters edition that an Oxford undergraduate had been assigned to read Whately's rhetoric gives us a firm *terminus ad quem* of December 1826. Three paragraphs in this encyclopaedia version, omitted for book-publication, attack Jeremy Bentham's *Book of Fallacies* ("it is a matter of regret that the powers of such a mind as that of Mr. Bentham, should be so great a degree wasted . . . The work, however, may be read safely, and, perhaps, not without advantage, by those who have sufficient interest in the subject to encounter the obscurity of the style"). These paragraphs provide an interesting clue to Whately's political motivation, and it seems a pity that the reprint couldn't have given them in a textual appendix, because the encyclopaedia isn't available outside major research libraries. But even in the successive revisions of the book-text there are still new things to be found. The general pattern of Whately's revisions or rather expansions has long been known, but quite recently Michael Sproule has analyzed in detail the changes Whately made just in the famous section on the burden of proof, and so has been able, through textual study, to resolve a long-standing dispute over the legal and psychological aspects of Whately's theory. Sproule's reasonably-scaled and carefully-targetted textual investigation could be a
model for future work on authors where full-scale re-editing is uneconomic.

My second example from nineteenth-century rhetoric will be briefer, for on Alexander Bain there has been as yet almost no bibliographical investigation. Bain has a place in the demonology of modern composition for two distinct villainies—his systematicatization of the expository paragraph (and the topic sentence), and his classification of composition into the four forms or modes (narration, description, exposition, and argumentation or persuasion). The indictment is based on his textbook, English Composition and Rhetoric, first published in London in 1866.20 Bain himself, in his Autobiography, described how the textbook was written, and his account suggests some profitable lines for future bibliographical enquiry.21 In particular, Bain reveals that his 1866 book was based on privately-printed materials he prepared for his Aberdeen rhetoric course in 1860-1861, and that those in turn were taken from the article he had written, as early as 1849, for Chambers's Information for the People, a popular Scottish encyclopaedia. This earliest version differs significantly from the later textbook in that it classifies composition into three groups by aim (as communication, persuasion, and literary art), before subdividing the first group by mode (into narration, description, and exposition). In the encyclopaedia version, also, Bain explicitly discusses the chief modern complaint against him, the way in which, in actual writing, the modes often overlap.22 I don’t know yet how all these bits and pieces fit together—my hunch is that Bain was a better rhetorical theorist in his early writings, before he had adapted his ideas to the needs of an Aberdeen lecture-class—but quite clearly we need some basic bibliographical investigation before we can even date one of the most influential concepts in composition textbooks for a hundred years.

So far, my argument will have seemed very one-sided, all about what compositionists might learn from textual bibliographers. But there is one area where there may be reciprocal benefits. While there have been distinguished exceptions, textual editors of the last thirty years have generally been better at recording textual variants than at interpreting them; we put all our cards on the table face up, but often leave it to the literary-critical clairvoyants to do the divination. There have been very few attempts to study systematically what a full textual collation can tell us about the process of composition and rewriting, line by line and word by word. Though many compositionists have steered away from literary source-materials as being untypical of ordinary writing-patterns, the current interest in the process of revision has encouraged the development of very interesting taxonomies for manuscript alterations.23 These new taxonomies seem to be reproducing the long-running bibliographical debate over the substantives/accidentals distinction, and parallel some recent textual theorists in their emphasis on authorial intention in classifying revision. Lester Faigley and Stephen Witte, for instance, distinguish between “revisions that affect the meaning of the text and those that do not,” and wisely note that “such separation is not always easy.”24 The same authors introduce an interesting distinction between micro-structural and macrostructural text-changes, which illuminates the difficulty editors have in developing a textual apparatus for texts with large-scale rewriting. There ought to be, one would think, at least some ground for fruitful dialogue about such questions.

Twenty-five years ago, a bibliographical sermon of this kind made its case primarily in negative terms, by lambasting the sins of those poor New Critics who based their ingenious interpretations on a defective text. I believe that such a primary emphasis on textual authority and textual error unnecessarily soured general professional attitudes to textual investigation. This time around, we should do better, I think, to emphasize the positive fascinations of textual study and exact historical scholarship. I don’t expect the NEH to fund a Center for Editions of Rhetorical Authors, and I don’t expect new editions of any but the most major historical rhetoric texts, but I would hope that both bibliographical and composition journals would begin to make space for serious bibliographical studies on the texts that are currently attracting increased attention. I would hope also that the new professionalization of composition scholars would lead to a wider awareness of textual matters, and that those responsible for the growing number of graduate programs in composition would recognize the continuing need for students to receive adequate bibliographical training. As Richard Altick has written, in another context, “few of us may dedicate our lives to the patient unravelling of the knotty textual history of a work; all of us, however, have an inescapable obligation to base our scholarly and critical activity upon the most authentic text that is available.”25 For many graduate students in any field of English, textual bibliography is a service discipline, not their main concern, but it is a discipline nearly all will need to know about once they begin serious research.
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